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Abstract. Analytical expressions for the one-body density matrix and 
the related characteristics of closed s-d shell nuclei are obtained within 
the low-order approximation to the Jastrow correlation method. The cor
relation effects on the nucleon momentum and density distributions as 
well as the occupation numbers and the depletion of the Fermi sea are 
discussed. It is pointed out that the use of the low-order approximation 
leads to a violation of the A-representability condition for the one-body 
density matrix. 

Pe3IOMe. IloJiyqeHbl aHaJIHTHqecKHe Bbipalf<eHHH ,n;JIH o)l;HoqacTHqHoii 
MaTpHIIbl IIJIOTHOCTH H CBH3aHHblX c Hett xapaKTepHCTHK H.n;ep )l;JIH s

d o6oJioqeK B rrepBOM IIPH?JIHlf<eHHH MeTo.n;a .HcTpOBa. 06cylf<.n;alOTCH 
0~~eKTbl KOppeJIHIIHH Ha HMIIYJihCHOe H JIOKaJihHO-IIJIOTHOCTHOe pac
rrpe,n;eJieHHH H Ha ~CJia JaIIOJIHeHHH O)l;HO'!aCTH'!HblX COCTOHHHH. Ilo,n;
qepKHYTO, 'ITO HCIIOJlh30BaHHe rrepBoro rrpH6JIHlf<eHHH MeTO,l(a .HcTpo
Ba Be.n;eT K HapyrneHHIO A-rrpe,n;cTaBHMOCTH o,n;Ho'!aCTH'!HOH MaTpHUbl 
IIJIOTHOCTH. 

1. Introduction 

Recently, the renewed interest to correlation methods and models going beyond the 
limits of the mean field approximation in the nuclear theory is stimulated by the new 
experimental data and the theoretical results concerning the nucleon momentum 
distribution in nuclei and the depletion of the nuclear Fermi sea. These quantities 
are strongly affected by the short-range and tensor parts of the nucleon-nucleon 
interaction [1]. The Jastrow correlation method (JCM) has been widely applied to 
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light nuclei (2-4] as well as to infinite nuclear matter (5,6]. Because of complexity 
of the Jastrow wave function (even its normalization constant is impossible to be 
calculated exactly), the associated density matrices are usually evaluated using the 
pertubation method [2,4] in its low-order approximation (LOA). It is of substantial 
interest, however, to study to what extent the correlated characteristics calculated 
in the LOA are close to the results of the exact Jastrow method as well as to other 
realistic approaches. Such a comparison has partially been made in (1,4]. 

In the above context , it is highly desirable to investigate also the so-called A
representability problem with respect to the JCM density matrices in LOA. This is 
directly related to the proper description of the depletion of the Fermi sea in nuclei . 
The aim of the present paper is therefore twofold. Firstly, we evaluate the JCM 
one-body density martix in LOA. As a result closed analytical expressions for the 
one-body characteristics of the s-d shell nuclei are obtained. Secondly, we analyze 
the fact that due to the violation of the A-representability condition , the JCM is 
not able to reproduce in LOA the occupation probabilities of some single-particle 
states laying above the Fermi level in nuclei . 

2. Theoretical Model 

The starting point is the ansatz for the Jastrow wave function of A fermions (7] 

'1iJc M(r1 , r2 , . . . , rA) = (CA)- 1! 2 IT f(h-rji)<I>so(r1,r2 , . .. , rA) (1) 
l~i<j~A 

where Ca is the normalization constant, <l>so is an A-particle Slater determinant 
and f = f(h-ri I) is the state-independent correlation factor. In order to calculate 
the expectation value of any single-particle operator in the state (1) one needs the 
one-body density matrix 

PJcM(r, r') = A j '1i JCM(r, r2, ... , r A)'1ijcM(r', r2 , .. ~ , r A)dr2 ... dr A· (2) 

In the LOA of (2,4] one keeps all terms up to second order in h = f - 1 and 
first order in g = J2 - 1. The resulting approximation to Eq. (2) is ob.tained 
analytically when the lowest harmonic oscillator orbitals in <l>so and the correlation 
factor f(r) = 1 - exp(-/j2r 2) are used. The result for the closed s-d shell nuclei 
(normalized to A/4) is . 

PL0A(r1, r2) = 7r~;2 { (8 +A) exp [-~a2 
(ri + rD] 

- 3(1 + y)-
3
1
2 

[Bexp [-~a2 
[\

1

1: 
3
:) ri + r~ ]] + r 1 .--. r 2] 

+3(1 + 2y)-
3
l
2c exp [-~a2 

[(1+2y) (ri + rD - (l ;:y) (r1 + r2)
2
]]} (3) 

where a = (mw/n) 112 is the harmonic oscillator parameter, y = /j2 /a2 and 8 = 
6(1+2y)-312 - 3(1+ 4y)- 312. In the case of the 4 He nucleus the factors A, B and 
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C entering Eq. (3) are all equal to unity and Eq. (3) reproduces the result from 
[3]. For the 160 nucleus A, B and Care polynomials of the form: 

A= A(x1, x2; y) = a1 (y) + a2(y)x1 x2 cos( r), 

B = B(x1, x2; y) = b1(Y) + b2(y)xi + (2b1(Y) + b3(y)xi) x1x2 cos(r), 

C = C(x1, x2; y) = c1(Y) + c2(y)xi + (c2(Y) + c3(y)xi) x~ 

+ (c4(y) - 3c3(y) (xi + xn) X1X2 cos( r) - 7c3(y)xi X~ Cos2( r) ( 4) 

where x1 = ar1, x2 = ar2 and r is the angle between r1 and r2, i.e. cos(r) = 
cos(t?1) cos(t?2) - sin(t?1) sin(t?2) cos(<p1 - <p2). The coefficients in Eq. (4) are 

a1(y) = 1+6(1+2y)-312(1 + y)-1b(
1

; y)- 3(1+4y)-312(1+2y)-1b(i !y
2
J, 

a2(y) = 2 + 4(1+2y)-3i2(1 + y)-1 [b (
1

; Y) + (1 + y)-1c (
1

; y)] 

- 2(1 + 4y)-312(1 + 2y)-1 [b ( 
1 

!Y2y) + (1 + 2y)- 1c ( 
1 
!y2y)] , 

b1(Y) = (1 + y)-1(5 + y), c1(Y) = (1+2y)-1(5 + 2y), 

b2(Y) = -2y(l + y)- 2(3y- 1)/3, c2(Y) = 2y(l + 2y)- 2(2y - 1)/3, 

b3 (y) = 4y2(1 + y)- 2, c3(y) = -4y2 (1 + 2y)-2 /3, 

c4(y) = 2(1 + 2y)-2(15y2 + 36y + 20)/3 (5) 

where 

b(z) = (1 024 - 128z - 768z2 + 96z3 + 192z4 - 24z5 
- 16z6 + 2z7)/d(z), 

c(z) = (1 408 - 576z2 + 24z4 + 8z6)/d(z), 

d(z) = 256 - 256z2 + 96z4 - 16z6 + z8
. 

The LOA one-body density matrix in the momentum space has the form: 

nLOA(k1, k2) = (27r)-3 J drdr' PLOA(r, r') exp (i(k1 · r - k2 · r')) 

= :~: {«s+A)exp [-~a- 2(ki+k~)J 

-3(1+3y)-
3
1
2 

[.aexp [-~a- 2 [g::;)ki+k~]] +k1 ._.k2] 

' - [ 1 + 3 [(1+2y)(1+4y)r312 Cexp - 2a-2(1+4y)- 1 [(1+2y)(kr + kD 

(6) 

- (1 ;~y) ~k1 + k2)
2
]]} (7) 

where A =A( kif a, k2f a; y), B = B(kif a, k2f a; y) and C = C(kif a, k2/a; y) are 
new polynomials of the type of Eq. ( 4). 
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For the 4°Ca nucleus, the one-body density matrix in LOA has the form of Eq. 
(3) but with higher order polynomials A, B and C than those in Eq ( 4). They 
shall be given elsewhere together with the resulting analytical expressions for the 
associated one-body nuclear characteristics of all closed s-d shell nuclei. 

3. Results 

We have evaluated the local density distribution p(r) = PLoA(r, r' = r) as well 
as the elastic form factor F(q) = J drp(r)exp(iq · r) and the nucleon momentum 
distribution n(k) = nLoA(k, k' = k) for 4He, 1~ and 4'ta. The values of parameters 
a and /3 which lead to a reasonable description of the experimental elastic form 
factor data [8-10] are given in Table l. The results for p(r) and n(k) in the 160 
nucleus are presented in Fig. la and lb, respectively. Despite the simplicity of 
the LOA expressions, the agreement of the results for n(k) with those from the 
more complicated exp(S)-method of Zabolitzky and Ey [11] (Fig. lb) as well as the 
comparison of p(r) with the model independent local density of Sick [12] (Fig. lb) 
is satisfactory. The reason for this is the proper account for the SRC in terms of 
LOA. If the SRC are switched off (i. e. /3 - oo ), the only contributions to LOA 
are the pure harmonic oscillator (HO) uncorrelated results (given also in Fig. l) 
which fail to reproduce the high momentum components of n( k) exhibited in the 
available experimental data [l]. 

Table 1. Natural occupation numbers nn1 of single-particle states with principal quantum 
number n and angular momentum l obtained within the Jastrow correlation method in 
LOA at the particular values of the harmonic oscillator length a and the correlation 
parameter /3. The depletion of the states below the Fermi level is given in per cent in 
brackets. The total depletion (TD) of 4 He, 16 0 and 4°Ca is presented as well. The 
occupation numbers for states with larger n and l which are not presented here are at 
least of one order of magnitude larger than the given ones 

4He 150 •oca 

a= 0.82fm-1 a= 0.59fm-1 a= 0.52fm-1 

/3 = l.23fm-1 /3 = l.43fm-l /3 = l.2lfm-1 

TD= 5.72% TD= 3.92% TD= 6.29% 

nl nnl nl nn1 nl nn1 

ls 0.9428 (5.7%) ls 0.9495 (5.05%) ls 0.9588 (4.1%) 
(2s) -0.0024 (2s) -0.0016 2s 0.8899 (11.0%) 
3s 0.0044 3s 0.0038 (3s) -0.0097 
4s 0.0001 4s 0.0013 4s 0.0113 

5s 0.0030 

lp 0.0097 lp 0.9646 (3.54%) lp 0.9296 (7.0%) 
2p, 1f 0.0007 (2p) -0.0018 (2p) -0.0054 

3p 0.0032 3p 0.0122 
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Fig. 1. Local density distributions (a) and nucleon momentum distributions (b) for 
160 calculated with the values of a and fJ given in Table 1. The LOA is compared 
with the model independent local density results of Sick [12] (SICK), the results from . 
the exp(S)-method with the Reid soft core potential [11] (RSC) , the uncorrelated pure 
harmonic oscilstor shell model results (HO) and the results (NO) associated with a single 
Slater determinant composed by the natural orbitals with occupation probabilities close 
to unity. The contributions to p(r) and n(k) of all single-particle states with a given 
angular momentum l are also shown 

We have analyzed the contributions to p( r) and n( k) of all single-particle states 
with a given angular momentum /. As expected, the main contribution to p(r) 
in the nuclei considered is coming from the states with l = 0, 1 and 2 (see e.g. 
Fig. la) which are occupied in the uncorrelated wave function cI>so. The same is 
true also for n(k) (Fig. lb) but only in the low-momentum region k :S 2 fm- 1 . Just 
to the contrary is the high-momentum region of n(k), the states with any angular 
momentum l give nearly the same contributions to the singnificant high momentum 
tail of n(k ). This illustrates the mechanism by which the short-range correlations 
(SRC) produce high-momentum components of n(k). The SRC cause depletion of 
the nuclear Fermi sea and the resulting occupation of the states above the Fermi 
level forms the proper high-momentum tail ofn(k). The contribution of the states 
from the Fermi sea to n(k) is given by the results NO in Fig. lb (see Eq. (11)). 

The depletion of the nuclear Fermi sea is closely related to the "A- repre
sentability" of the one- body density matrix. The A-representability which is known 
as a problem characterizing the correct density matrices for an A-particle system 
includes a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the density matrices to be 
ensemble A-representable or to correspond to existing many-particle wave functions 
(A representability by pure states) [13). The A-representability problem with re-
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spect to a one-body density matrix p(r, r') has been conveniently solved in terms of 
the natural occupation numbers 1/i and orbitals Xi [14] which diagonalize p(r, r') in 
the momentum space. Ensemble A-representability for fermions is ensured by the 
condition 0 :'.S 1/i :'.S 1 (13]. This condition is, however, only an useful necessity for 
A-representability in the case of pure fermion states [15]. For higher order density 
matrices the problem appears to be more difficult (see [16]). 

By definition, the JCM density matrix is A-representable by pure states as it 
follows from Eq. (2). However, this is not obvious with respect to its LOA (Eqs 
(3) or (7)). We have checked the validity of the condition 0 :'.S 1/i :'.S 1 diagonalizing 
both matrices, PLOA(r, r') from Eq. (3) and nLOA(k, k') from Eq. (7). They have 
common natural occupancies 1/i (given in Table 1) and natural orbitals x;(1·) and 
x;(k), so that 

and 

PLOA(r, r') = L 1J;X;(r)xi(r') 
I 

nLOA(k, k') = L 1/iX;(k)xi(k'). 

We also consider density matrices of the form: 

PNo(r, r') = L Xcr(r)x~(r') 
crEF' 

and 

nNo(k, k') = L Xcr(k)x~(k') 
crEF' 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

which corresponds to a single Slater determinant wave function built up from nat
ural orbitals Xcr(r) or Xcr(k). This Slater determinant is related to a new Fermi sea 
F' composed by the natural orbitals (NO) with occupation probabilities 1/cr close 
to unity. The diagonal elements of PNo(r, r') and nNo(k, k') are shown in Fig. l. 

An important conclusion immediately follows from the results for 1/i listed in 
Table l. The LOA breaks the A-representability condition for the single-particle 
states with a given multipolarity I laying just above the states belonging to the 
Fermi sea F' and having the same multipolarity. Thus the state 2s in 4He, the 
states 2s, 2p in 1'b as well as the states 3s, 2p and 2d in 4<ta show unphysical 
negative values for the occupation numbers 1/i· At the same time since the absolute 
values of these negative occupation numbers are relatively small, on may expect 
a reliable description of the total depletion, the occupation probabilities and the 
natural orbitals of the states with larger and positive occupation numbers as well 
as of the momentum and density distributions. We should note .that the total 
depletion in the 4<ta nucleus (about 6.3%) obtained in this work agrees with the 
results of about 10% obtained in the analysis of the experimental data one, e'p and 
(d, 3He) reactions on 4<ta (17]. 
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4. Conclusions 

In summary, we make the following conclusions: 
(1) The simple analytical expressios obtained in LOA of the JCM provide a 

good description of the SRC effects in closed s-d shell nuclei. The resulting local 
densities and elastic form factors are in agreement with the experimental data and 
the associated nucleon momentum distributions are consistent with those calculated 
in [11], using the much more complicated exp(S)-method. 

(2) The SRC accounted for in LOA of the JCM cause a depletion of the nuclear 
Fermi sea of about 4-8% for closed s-d shell nuclei. The resulting occupation of 
the states above the Fermi level forms the proper significant high-momentum tail 
of n(k). 

(3) A violation of the A-representability condition for the one-body density 
matrix appears and the JCM in LOA fails to reproduce the first single particle 
states above the Fermi level whose angular momentum I is among the angular 
momenta of the states occupied in the uncorrelated ground state of nuclei. 
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